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How to get extra recruitment help from #TeamHerts Volunteering 

 
WEBSITE 
Our new website is linked up with Do-it.org which means all roles which are added to that site in 
Hertfordshire will also feature on our site. This is done automatically with any new role* 

To receive other support, you must also add #THV as an admin. This can be done by signing in, clicking on 
Your Do-it >Recruiter Dashboard > Administrator > Add Administrator > enquiries@teamherts.org and click 
all the opportunity boxes.  

 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
We advertise volunteer roles through a range of social media platforms. These include Facebook and 
Twitter. If your role is on Do-it and we are an Administrator, then we will automatically choose roles to 
advertise across social media. If you want a special push let us know and we will see where we can fit you 
into our schedule. Email communications@thvolunteering.org.uk for more information about social media 

 
EVENTS 
#TeamHerts Volunteering holds volunteering events across the county. All our fairs and workshops are on 
our website and opportunities for stalls or speak slots are advertised in our website and newsletter. We also 
attend as many public events as we can to talk about volunteering. If you have added us as an 
Administrator, we will also take your role to these events.  

 
CORPORATE BUSINESS  

We are contacted by several businesses from across Hertfordshire looking to engage in the local 
community. We are always keen to hear from any organisations who would be willing to have a group of 
individuals come support with day to day tasks or complete a larger job. If you would like to discuss this 
further get in contact : enquiries@thvolunteering.org.uk  

 
CORRESPONDENCE 
Our e-newsletter goes out to over 1,300 individuals across Hertfordshire who have highlighted they want to 
know more about events and news on volunteering in the county. We will feature a small number of 
opportunities in here. These will be taken from those who have added us as an Administrator on Do-it.org.  
 
DO-IT.ORG 

Our partnership with Do-it.org means that your role will also be advertised through their site and receive the 
benefits of being promoted on a national volunteering site.  

*Please note we do not control the roles which are pulled through to our site. If your role is not featuring it is 
because we only feature the recent roles. Your role is still on Do-it for anyone who searches.  
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